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Suppliers can be treated as a mere third party vendors, or can be discovered as “Value-

Creators” for organizations. This Value can be efficiently realized only through Strategic

Engagement with Suppliers – beyond just ‘buying-supplying’.

Even though Suppliers are ‘external’ to the organization, they have as much impact as any

integral unit on business operations and yes, even sales, as they are positioned with potential to

either improve or disrupt overall efficiencies.

Though selling and buying may appear to be two isolated and independent functions, truth is,

Efficiencies in Buying are absolutely foundational for Selling Efficiencies. There is dependence

between selling and buying: Quality Production requires Quality Supply!

To realize maximum efficiencies in buying, businesses should consider integrating Supplier

processes with that of Customers, in order to be able to manage Production and Supply

seamlessly. Synchronization of Supplier value chain with ‘Business’ value chain is essential, as

we have to acknowledge that Suppliers can significantly contribute not only to Supplies, but

also Profitability, Competitive-ability, manufacturing flexibility, production life cycle

compression and innovations to original equipment manufacturers (OEM).
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Buyers should take the initiative of engaging with Suppliers to collaboratively identify areas to

streamline towards aligning with business plans, process integration and explore and achieve co-

innovation and maximum value generation, which will help in building truly Strategic Partnership

which creates and adds value to entire production and supply chain equation, beyond

transactional relationship.

To initiate such engagement, it’s important to bring in alignment on

both sides – which begins with uncovering what’s really important

to Suppliers, and also, the potential and value possible out of such

relationship, that an environment suitable for such engagement can

be cultivated.

Big Blue Banyan’s work in this space covering hundreds of suppliers

establishes that the most basic expectation of suppliers is ‘Integrity’

and ‘Professionalism’ of Buyer in all dealings, more important than

giving more business. What Professionalism means to Suppliers is a

broad amalgamation of values around transparency, fairness, timely

communication, collaborative approach and respect to all.
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Top Three Expectations from Buyers

Q: what are top three must haves in your consideration check-list

for working with buyers? [Big Blue Banyan, 2016-17]



These values of Integrity and Professionalism – transparency, fairness, timely communication,

collaborative approach and respect to all, are delivered by people, more than processes or

systems. Hence, the importance of bringing teams involved with Purchase, especially, those

directly representing Purchase functions to deliver on these.

The sensitivities around what People deliver or not are sharper than systems or processes;

What people do or not do is more appreciated or criticized, with relatively better tolerance

towards systems or processes. Hence driving these values into People comes first, and is

investment free compared to bringing about changes in systems or processes.

With hygiene and very fair expectations from Suppliers taken care of, Buyers can now

look at drawing in from Suppliers to greater Profitability, Competitive-ability,

Efficiency in Supply-chain, Compression in production life cycle, and Innovation.

This is possible by calling in certain joint-initiatives such as ‘Co-Innovation’ to look at

doing things better by depending on innovation and technology resulting in taking down

costs and improving Profitability and Competitive-ability. Both parties have know-how and

best practices to share and learn from each other. And by giving that window to each

other, ‘Partnering’ for ‘Profit’ can yield great results not only commercially, but also on

processes and production life cycle.
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And to realize greater Efficiencies in Supply-Chain, Suppliers believe that much depends on

the plan and time provided by the Buyers, which helps them in efficiently planning and

managing Supply.

Our research over the years covering Buyers show that the most successful are those who’re

hands on with market scenarios with high sensitivities to changing situations, which helps them

develop foresight to provide forecast on plans. While this takes care of accuracy, planning

ahead of time to allow enough time for Suppliers and being proactive in sharing plans will help

Suppliers align with requirements and contribute to greater Supply-Chain Efficiencies.

While these actions will help realize immense benefits, there’s other softer aspects to pay

attention to – that’s meeting the usually unspoken yet highly impactful emotional and

human aspects of Suppliers; sharing of business plans in general and doing that with a

sense of ‘inclusion’, driving communication with a sense of long term collaboration; an

open window for dialogue; expression of resolve to address queries or concerns

promptly; a channel or platform to make their voice heard, and most of all, upholding

human touch in relationship by being sensitive to business situations and demonstrating

empathy and extending reasonable support.

The most respected, admired and buyers for who the customers will go any mile are those

who maintain human touch in relationship, and collaborate with professionalism! After all,

Purchase and Supplier Management is a lot more than negotiations and driving pricing

under budgets.
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Few questions for you. Do your Suppliers feel …

…that you treat them like ‘valuable partners’, or just some third-party vendor?

…that your engagement process is totally fair and merit-based?

…that you give enough time towards fulfilling on orders? Or is it usually, last-hour rush?

…that you are easy to reach? And quick to resolve issues?

…comfortable in reaching out to you to suggest process improvements? Or bring any unethical / unprofessional

activities to your knowledge?

…that their people across all levels are treated with respect and professionalism?

…that they have an open window with you, and that their Voice is heard?

…confident that you are into long term collaboration with them?

…committed enough to you to go the extra mile?
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The author: Chandan Keerthi, serves as chief consultant for clients and heads the Consulting

unit at Big Blue Banyan. With 13 years of experience in the field, Chandan is a recognized

Analyst by the Oxford Business Group; and has served clients across the world.

Big Blue Banyan, a Singapore based

consulting firm specializes in

stakeholder engagement services,

globally.

The company has helped clients in

Europe and Asia, both large and

small, with various stakeholder

engagement programs covering

Customers, Suppliers, Channel

Partners and Investors, including

strategic advisory on Relationship

and Engagement Transformation.
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